
Lieutenant Colonel Walt Williams, commander
of the 120th Fighter Squadron, looking every

inch a fighter pilot in the cockpit of his
NAA F-86. (CO ANG)

The original Minute Men team. Left to right front row: Team Leader Lt. Col. Walt
Williams; Maj. Warren Harvey — Right Wing. Back row (left to right):

Maj. Arthur Curran — Slot; Lt. Dick Hueholt — Left Wing. 
(CO ANG)

Across the present stratum of American culture, nearly
everyone has some familiarity with the US Navy Blue
Angels and the USAF Thunderbirds. However, the
mention of the United States Air National Guard

Minute Men is likely to evoke a quizzical response. It has been
nearly 60-years since the Minute Men flew their last show.
Nearly forgotten today, the Minute Men had a short-lived, yet
influential, history. I was fortunate to have seen some of their
shows. One of those shows is especially memorable.

Airplanes and photography became companion passions for
me at an early age. As a teenager in the 1950s living near Denver,
Colorado, I went to every local airshow with my camera in hand.
That meant attending annual Armed Forces Day displays at
Lowry AFB, open house shows at Buckley Naval Air Station, and
occasional shows at Stapleton Airport. The Colorado Air

National Guard was also based at Buckley. Today, Stapleton has
been replaced by Denver International Airport, Lowry AFB no
longer exists, and Buckley NAS is now Buckley AFB. My fondest
memories of those days were the times I watched the Colorado
ANG Minute Men jet demonstration
teams perform. A day in August 1956,
in particular, stands out.

In 1953, four pilots lead by Lt.
Col. Walter Williams of the
Colorado Air National
Guard, using the Guard’s
Lockheed F-80C Shoot-
ing Stars, started an
unofficial jet aerobat-
ic team they called
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Current Colorado ANG archives do not have many photographs of the Minute Men
F-80s. This faded photo was one of the few color shots located. It was likely taken in

1956 on the ramp at Buckley NAS soon after the airplanes received their
official Minute Men paint scheme. (CO ANG) 

the Minute Men. Since the aspiring team planned to fly at airshows,
their airplanes were modified to include a system to inject oil into the

exhaust producing a dense white smoke trail in flight. Initially,
the Minute Men aircraft remained in standard ANG mark-

ings.  Later, in 1956, the team was officially recognized as
the Jet Precision Demonstration Team of the Air
National Guard and the airplanes received a distin-
guishing polished natural metal and bright red paint

scheme. The F-80s served the team from 1953
through 1957. In 1958, the Minute Men

transitioned to special
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